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Deacon 2020-06-23
anyone who is anybody already knows who i am everything i have in life i had to work hard to get it
nothing ever came easy for me but my trials and tribulations made me the powerful alpha werewolf i
am today nobody crosses me and lives to brag about it nobody but i wasn t always this way there
was once a time when i saw a different life for myself join me on this tale as i recount the events of
my journey that changed me forever you know you want to nothing will prepare you for this story so
just strap in and hold on tight warning this series is highly addictive and fans have complained that it
s all they can think about oftentimes re reading each book until their next fix reader advisory 18 and
older content may be sensitive to some readers discretion is advised

Sheltered in Haven 2020-05-30
welcome to haven on the lake a lively little island town filled with close knit families long time friends
sweet romance and deep rich history and mayor ruby irish is committed to keeping it this way even
as a deadly pandemic sweeps across the globe ruby irish did everything right she shut down the
airport closed the docks and isolated her people from others long before the nation s government
had the foresight or guts to do so for the last six months haven has sheltered in one united place
with no need for masks social distancing or fear as the haveners prepare to spend their first ever
summer without tourists they re blindsided with the news that they have to open their docks to virus
survivors and because these survivors are supposedly non contagious there will be no restrictions all
visitors will be free to interact as they did before the illness hit this first official immunity community
has been created by the government to satisfy restless protesters jump start the economy and serve
as a beacon of hope that life can and will be normal again but to the haveners life is about to change
and they re not sure they ll survive the survivors with her ground breaking new series author quinley
dixon navigates the complicated new reality of contemporary fiction that we re now living in a
pandemic world yet she still finds a way to give us a light summer island read filled with charm wit
history and love this fast paced info packed prequel introduces you to the haveners a feisty fun
fascinating group who is fiercely loyal to their island and to each other which is why they ll risk their
lives to stay think of this novella as the first episode of your new favorite netflix series with the rest
of the story coming this summer and fall enjoy your visit to haven no masks required

Theoden 2018-03-21
my name is theoden this is the story of my life apparently there has been a huge demand for me to
tell it normally i do what i want unless the command comes from my sire ara but revealing the tale
about how i became the powerful vampire prince of the city is something i think i will enjoy telling
you ll see my first mission for the church my first kill the life changing moment when i lost my
virginity and how i chose my first son all of the things that mean something to me that made me the
vampire i am so sit back and give me all of your attention as i want your eyes on me now let s begin

The Burning Roses: A Thornes & Roses Series Prequel
2021-08-11
usa today bestselling author dani rené brings you a new adult gothic short story an introduction into
thorne haven and the twisted game of the six men who rule the town thorne haven is a gothic town
founded by two families secrets have hidden themselves within the walls of thorne manor and haven
castle but as time passed and the ancestors were forgotten the six boys three thorne brothers and
three haven siblings found their love of the darkness whether it ran through their veins or if they
were just called to it they had become addicted to the exhilaration that came with the forbidden and
so the game was born the burning roses venture into the darkness with the men of thorne haven
please note this is a short story which introduces you to the characters of thorne haven
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Deadlines & Dryads 2018-01-09
getting the scoop might cost kylie and her gargoyle companion their lives dryads are a reclusive
passive species or they used to be overnight the peaceful woodland creatures have turned violent
attacking travelers with crude weapons and whipping the trees of their grove into a ferocious frenzy
when rumors of the dryads bizarre behavior reaches journalist kylie grayson she pounces on the
story determined to unearth the reason behind the dryads hostile transformation accompanied by
quinn her young gargoyle friend kylie plunges into the heart of the malevolent grove but nothing she
s learned prepares her for the terrifying conflict she uncovers usa today bestselling author rebecca
chastain returns to the beloved world of the gargoyle guardian chronicles for a brand new
spellbinding adventure of elemental magic and courageous gargoyles if you love action packed
stories filled with mythical creatures brave heroines and adorable sidekicks you ll love deadlines
dryads grab your copy today to start the magical adventure this prequel does not end on a
cliffhanger the novels of terra haven terra haven chronicles deadlines dryads prequel leads lynxes
headlines hydras gargoyle guardian chronicles magic of the gargoyles curse of the gargoyles secret
of the gargoyles lured newsletter exclusive about rebecca chastain rebecca chastain is the usa today
bestselling author of the gargoyle guardian chronicles fantasy trilogy and the madison fox urban
fantasy series among other works inside her terra haven novels you ll find spellbinding adventures
packed with mythological creatures elemental magic heartwarming characters human and otherwise
and page turning action rebecca lives in northern california with her charming husband she has yet
to encounter a baby gargoyle but that doesn t stop her from looking find out more at
rebeccachastain com

Love's Little List 2015-02-28
melissa has been living in a fog since her divorce she stays busy with her teaching job and her new
role as a single mom but now she is dreading the long lonely summer when her children leave to
spend an entire month with their father when dan her ex husband s best friend steps in and
convinces her to make up a to do list of new things to try together during the long and lonely month
she realizes that it is time to to take control of her own life once more and as their friendship blooms
into something more melissa has to decide if she s ready to trust her heart and take a chance on
falling in love again this 18 000 word novella is a prequel to the rest of the beach haven series taking
place about ten years before the events of her house divided welcome to beach haven a tourist town
where everyone finds love and no one stays a stranger for long each book in this series tells its own
tale of romance with a different cast of characters although a few favorites may stroll through each
other s stories from time to time

Haven's Deep 2023-04-29
it used to be called haven the company said it was a simple mining operation they said it was safe
they said a lot of things now called haven s deep the company s expanded base holds a secret a
potential gateway to the ancients to the heralds it s a doorway to salvation to kaiahive it s a portal to
destruction and to the crew to brice deva and the others it s one more thing to contend with as
haven s deep draws them closer they must fight to make the right decisions and not only for their
own lives the fate of humanity hangs in the balance haven s deep is the fourth book in the sci fi
action adventure series shadowtech

Luchetti Series Prequel Duet 2017-01-18
a duet of classic contemporary love stories humor with heart prequels to the bestselling luchettis
series leave it to max max frasier is a remarkable eight year old boy whose imagination and clumsy
feet get him in trouble max doesn t mean to forget he s grounded when he wanders off to follow the
wind or a whim he just forgets max is fascinated with things that go bump in the night and in
savannah georgia there are a lot of them livy doesn t have a clue how to cultivate the magic that lies
within her child by trying to keep him safe from broken bones she crushes his flights of imagination
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in trying to make him like other little boys she fights against what makes him special when max
meets garrett stark famous horror author he finds a kindred spirit what he doesn t know is that he s
found his father livy was the first person to offer garrett love and uncertain how to love back
believing himself unworthy he had run but from the first moment garret sees max he knows there s
something special about the child garrett had thought he d returned to savannah to pursue the muse
that inspired his previous books now he knows he s come back for livy can the three of them get
past the lies between them to create the family and the home they ve always wanted a sheriff in
tennessee a top pick of the month from romantic times pleasant ridge has been chosen as the
backdrop of a new tv series and everyone is thrilled except sheriff gabe klein he s been given the
task of teaching supermodel isabelle ash how to act like a small town sheriff isabelle is overjoyed to
star in her own series it s her chance to show what she can do as an actress and put an end to
modeling underwear in below zero temperatures gabe who s been told he resembles his hound dog
clint knows better than to fall for a beautiful woman but there is so much more to isabelle than her
face that body will the two be able to deal with their issues of self worth and society s image of what
is beautiful so they can find happiness together men women relationship humor family life fiction
small town rural fiction funny contemporary romance romantic comedy contemporary romance
romance anthology

The Prequel (FREE Romance Series Prequel) 2020-04-27
the prequel offers an introduction to the compelling second chances romance series meet the five
women whose stories comprise the series the prequel is free and is also included in book 1 of the
series lianne which is also free can five determined women save their dying hometown like many
small towns chance california is losing businesses and residents at an alarming rate can five women
who suffered recent heartbreak put their energies into stopping the town s decline in this short
prequel get to know the women who pool their considerable talents joining forces to bring new life to
their town and who knows they might discover love among the ashes of their heartbreak the series
continues with the individual stories of lianne emma madison jade and chloe each is a stand alone
romance

Escape Forbidden: Prequel to the Aberrant Series
2018-06-12
fight to stay alive the gravelands are a dangerous place in a world of uncertainty cora manning
knows one thing without a doubt getting into genesis will offer her a brighter future when the intake
coordinator agrees to let her in because of her genetic makeup cora discovers the promised city of
utopia is nothing like she imagined the rebellion has begun publisher s note escape forbidden is a
prequel to the aberrant series it is a standalone novel and takes place before the events of love
forbidden

The Miss Seeton Series: Books 4-5 and Prequel 2017-10-19
this collection brings together the fourth and fifth adventures in the miss seeton mysteries series by
heron carvic plus the series prequel by hamilton crane while a picture may paint a thousand words
for this lovable retired art teacher a sketch can catch a thousand criminals miss seeton sings book 4
miss seeton boards the wrong plane and lands amidst a gang of european counterfeiters one false
note and her new destination is deadly indeed odds on miss seeton book 5 miss seeton in diamonds
and furs at the roulette table it s all a clever disguise for the high rolling spinster but the game of
money and murder is all too real miss seeton s finest hour a prequel war time england and a young
miss emily seeton s suspicious sketches call her loyalty into question until she is recruited to uncover
a case of sabotage retired art teacher miss seeton steps in where scotland yard stumbles armed with
only her sketch pad and umbrella she is every inch an eccentric english spinster and the most
endearing and unlikely master of detection what people are saying about miss seeton miss seeton is
a hoot i was torn between laughter and eye rolling with each page turn the characters are loveable
and thoroughly british this is a perfect specimen of classic british mystery what a joy miss seeton is
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why did i wait so long to read them splashy characters lovely setting and just plain funny i ve
become a miss ess addict great characters that get better with each book a must for anyone who
loves a good british cozy with a twist and surprising revelations of what a good brollie can do in a
pinch what a great series this is one of the best in english light reading mysteries miss seeton is a
delightful sendup of the amateur sleuth if your doctor has prescribed laughter as the best medicine
run and buy the entire series as fast as you can editorial reviews a most beguiling protagonist new
york times miss seeton gets into wild drama with fine touches of farce this is a lovely mixture of the
funny and the exciting san francisco chronicle this is not so much black comedy as black currant
comedy you can t stop reading or laughing the sun depth of description and lively characters bring
this english village to life publishers weekly fun to be had with a full cast of endearingly zany
villagers and the ever gently intuitive miss seeton kirkus reviews miss seeton is the most delightfully
satisfactory character since miss marple ogden nash i think on the whole miss seeton is the most
loveable and entertaining of any of today s fiction detectives may she live forever london mystery
selection

Witches Anonymous Paranormal Romance Series Books 1-8
with bonus prequel 2021-10-09
magic witchery and humor this set includes all 8 stories in the witches anonymous paranormal
romance series bonus prequel included join amy and lucifer on their journey from enemies to
wedding bells can a bad witch go good in 13 steps not if lucifer has his way with her

McALISTER AND THE GREAT WAR - The Prequel to the
McAlister Line Series 2016-11-26
on his seventeenth birthday new south wales farm boy callan mcalister joins the australian imperial
force aif and is swept away to war his first taste of blood comes from an unexpected enemy in the
sinai desert before being shipped to gallipoli callan receives a shock while convalescing in peaceful
idyllic ireland during the easter of 1916 but the western front awaits all before his nineteenth
birthday callan falls in love with a lovely english beauty ivy brown but their path to happiness is
neither easy nor pre ordained a lowly australian private soldier is viewed with doubt and disapproval
by ivy s aristocratic family not to mention callan s chances of surviving the brutality of the great war
an offer to join the fledgling royal flying corps rfc may be callan s chance to escape the endless mud
filled trenches infested with rats lice trench fever and foot rot and tormented by german machine
gunners and artillery bombardments but with minimal training an rfc pilot s life expectancy is
tenuous at best ivy also experiences her baptism of fire as an ambulance driver for the first aid
nursing yeomanry fany callan and ivy s struggle reaches its startling climax in an air race to the far
reaches of the british empire where law and justice are the domain of the most powerful and those
ruthless enough to go to any lengths to achieve their desires if you read only one book set against
wwi during its centenary anniversary make it mcalister and the great war this novel ranging across a
truly global canvas explores many fascinating and thrilling historical incidents that occurred during
the tragic conflict

Mountain of Evil: Trident Security Omega Team Prequel
2019-01-24
dropped into the rocky mountains the omega team has minimal supplies and only two days to return
to civilization trident security has grown by leaps and bounds and to accommodate the increased
caseload they ve compiled a team of seven the best of the best from military and law enforcement
backgrounds but before they re turned out to handle their own assignments the six men and one
woman must first prove they re a cohesive and capable unit when the wilderness training mission
turns into a real life rescue op will they all survive this novella bridges the original trident security ts
series and the spinoff series trident security omega team while reading the original ts series or this
prequel before the omega team series is unnecessary it will give the reader more insight and
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background into the members of trident security the trident security and its spinoff series contain
passionate romance nail biting suspense and happily ever afters

Matchmaker Mysteries Book 11, Prequel, and Advice
2013-05-07
perfect for fans of janet evanovich and jana deleon elise sax s wickedly funny matchmaker mysteries
series proves that the road to love comes with a few dead ends the books 11 prequel and grandma s
advice boxed set is a page turning beach read and a small town mystery romance and includes the
books ship of ghouls road to matchmaker and matchmaking advice from your grandma zelda ship of
ghouls gladie and spencer are finally married after they re gifted a honeymoon cruise they re on
their way into international waters but the ship is less than luxurious and the ship s crew isn t what
they seem when gladie stumbles on a dead body the newlyweds are thrust into a life or death
mystery gladie s gift could come in handy to find the killer but she might find herself overboard
before justice is served road to matchmaker road to matchmaker is the hilarious prequel to the
matchmaker mysteries series a month before gladie burger moves to the small town of cannes
california to help in her grandmother s matchmaking business she s busy moving from one
temporary job to the next living in los angeles in a small apartment over an italian restaurant she
works in a used book store doing inventory but she spends most of her time reading a mystery series
after an accident involving the books gladie has lost her memory and believes she s the detective in
the last book that she read determined to track down her arch nemesis gladie finds herself in an
adventure of a lifetime matchmaking advice from your grandma zelda the complete collection of
grandma zelda s matchmaking advice from the bestselling matchmaking mysteries series all of her
words of wisdom are here and as a bonus yiddish definitions and introductions by elise sax and
grandma zelda are included zelda s humorous words of wisdom about love and life are a shot of
happiness sure to brighten anyone s day

Angels All Around (Threshold Series Prequel) 2022-02-12
the prequel to the popular threshold series by christa kinde angels all around is an illustrated short
story set in a small town where not everyone is what they seem amidst the chaos and confusion will
a new divine messenger become one little girl s prince and a fledgling guardian become their knight
or will evil take its hold includes a bonus first chapter from book 1 in the threshold series the blue
door

Too Far (Playing for Keeps Series Prequel) 2015-06-02
something needs to change if their marriage is going to work but how far is too far lia dahl always
thought you meet fall in love get married and have your happily ever after why did no one tell her
that marriage could be so damn hard her parents always made it look so effortless after falling in
love with jax the moment she saw him she d assumed their marriage would come just as easily
apparently not jax has always been driven passionate laser focused and when that attention is
directed at her wowza unfortunately lately he s all about work so much so he missed their
anniversary how can the guy who surprised her by staying up all night to refloor her dance studio be
so clueless well lia has never been one to sit idlly by and let life happen to her it s time for drastic
action to get this marriage back on track this will either be the jumpstart they need or the final nail
in the coffin warning this book does contain a mfm menage scene as part of the couple s journey
standalone prequel to the playing for keeps series this book has the character from book 1 but is not
a sports romance book and occurs before book 1 keywords happily ever after love books love stories
romantic novels sexually romantic books friends to lovers guaranteed hea new beginnings no
cliffhangers contemporary romance second chance romance steamy romance love story sexy
heartwarming heart warming family love kissing books emotional journey almost divorced
contemporary romance series romance series sassy strong heroine captivating romance hot hot
romance sparks loyalty claiming married angst character driven romance jealousy interracial couple
first in series book 1 series starter romance series married romance making it work lauren fraser
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family drama modern marriage mfm beach read marriage and family mature romance healing family
readers also enjoyed books by alexa padgett carly phillips carrie ann ryan corinne michaels ember
casey erika wilde helena hunting jane rylon j h croix julia kent kait nolan kendall ryan kennedy fox
kristen callihan laurelin paige lauren blakely lee piper lexy timms lila dubois lorelei james mari carr
marquita valentine melissa foster piper lawson sarina bowen sawyer bennett vanessa vale vi keeland
vivian lux vivian wood willow winters

World Before: The Ending Series Prequel Short Stories
2014-04-18
a collection of stories featuring beloved ending series characters every ending has a beginning we
have evolved but we have not forgotten in a world changed by mutation and madness the past
reminds us of who we are and our memories ground us to who we ll become my name is zoe
cartwright and i see people s memories they haunt me i know things i shouldn t about my friends
and family their experiences with love and loss hope and fear things that must never be forgotten
stories that must be written down the world has already changed so much who knows what the
future will hold these are our stories from the world before the ending the ending series the ending
beginnings omnibus edition after the ending into the fire out of the ashes before the dawn world
before a collection of stories the ending legacy world after the raven queen

One Night With You (Fatal Series Prequel Novella)
2014-06-21
they were hot from the start written for readers wondering about the memorable one night stand
between sam holland and nick cappuano that took place six years before fatal affair opens get all the
details of sam and nick s unforgettable night together in this 14 000 word novella you might want to
keep a fan and some ice water handy because this story is h o t

Mark Taylor: Genesis (Prequel in the Mark Taylor Series)
2022-10-05
when mark taylor witnesses the drowning of a little girl whose death appeared to him in a photo
taken the day before he discovers that the camera he found in an afghan bazaar has a strange and
unique ability it produces photographs of tragedies yet to happen tragedies that he is driven to
prevent wary of his new super hero like power to change the future mark keeps the camera a secret
even when it means risking his own life but with only 24 hours to act what if he fails to prevent the
greatest tragedy his country has ever experienced key words free thriller paranormal suspense
mystery free police thrillers free political thrillers suspense magical realism psychological suspense

Until You (Prequel to The Renegades Series) 2023-12-19
until you is a short sweet and sexy read about falling in love and healing old wounds it is a prequel in
the renegades series about sam morris and trina kidd trina never imagined she d end up in bed with
a hot surfer dude when she set out for a quiet getaway from the chaos that was her life her family
meant well but they were smothering her she needed to get away the beach was her escape it was
her retreat away from the mess her life had become being there did something magical to her it
slowed her pulse it captivated her senses it took away all her stress the soft lapping of the waves the
heat of the sun and the welcoming sand molding around her feet it was her paradise her drop dead
gorgeous neighbor wasn t too bad either dirty blond hair sparkling blue eyes and a panty dropping
smile that sexy smile made her feel like a nervous schoolgirl being close to him was the first she had
felt alive in a long time her life has been hell the past year she felt fortunate to come out the other
side unscathed now it was time for her to take time and regroup one night with sam was a perfect
distraction a distraction that she needed more than she knew trina found herself wrapped up in his
charm and good looks he was handsome and genuine in every way that she needed right now he
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was an adventure that she desperately needed in her life unfortunately her personal demons
threatened to keep her from true happiness it might be time for her and her dog toby to run again
sam was a professional hockey player from the west coast he had a rough season riddled with
injuries and couldn t shake the stink of not even coming close to being in the playoffs he needed to
get away he needed to clear his head before he embarked on a summer of family obligations hiding
out on the east coast with his dog sounded like a good place to start a nice quiet peaceful beach
vacation until he met trina the moment he laid eyes on her he was smitten sam hadn t crushed on a
girl like this since junior high that one night changed everything he knew what his life had been
missing her trina was more than one night stand material she was a woman that deserved love and
devotion he wanted to give that to her and wasn t going to leave without her

Mountain Haven (Books 1-3) 2022-10-10
infamous love when i meet the new sexy veterinarian his gruff voice and grumpy manner get my
blood pumping for the first time in my life cameras aren t broadcasting my every move no producer
is telling me what to say or do no one s pushing me toward him this natural gravitation toward him is
the realest thing i ve ever felt but when my past collides with my present everything comes crashing
down around me adventurous love i don t do small town country living the hustle and bustle of new
york pumps through my veins still when a dear friend invited me to stand up in her wedding i
decided to embrace all colorado had to offer i was expecting mountainous terrain and outdoor
adventures instead i found myself face to face with the ruggedly handsome henry rigby a lumberjack
fantasy come to life it was supposed to be a short trip yet the time we spent together made new
york seem farther and farther away impulsive love i met the rookie baseball player with piercing blue
eyes and a southern drawl on my first day as a tour guide colin winters was only supposed to be a
one night impulsive indulgence instead the easy connection between us became an addiction then
two blue lines change everything

Ever After Series (Books 4-6) 2024-01-09
give me a reason finn evans is such a cynic how can he not believe in love and marriage but still be
a musician for weddings i may be a hopeless romantic but at least i believe in love which makes
being a wedding planner at happily ever afters a dream job for me finn and i clash about everything
except our undeniable attraction to each other somebody to love my best friend gia has a rule for
her employees and her friends no dating her brothers but leo giovanni is the guy i d secretly crushed
on since high school who also happens to be gia s eldest brother the giovannis are the family i never
had and i refuse to do anything to mess that up everything about you silas sharpe is enemy number
one my biggest competitor and my brothers best friend seeing an opportunity to spy on the offerings
at chesapeake resort under the guise of attending a friend s wedding i took it dragging my best
friend and my brother with me when silas cornered me in a utility closet during the wedding
reception i finally succumbed to the years of pent up frustration and hate giving in to my baser
instincts this was supposed to be a onetime thing but in true silas sharpe fashion he refused to give
up until he had the one thing that had eluded him for years me

War in Heaven 2009-07-30
the war in heaven was not a conflict with deadly weapons but a war of words and indoctrination in
our premortal existence how did one of god s most favored sons become the great satan and use his
genius to seduce and corrupt one third of the hosts of heaven you will behold the power and
greatness of jehovah as he leads his chosen angels in the creation of the new earth and in the fight
against satan you will also recognize how the evil one still uses the same wicked tactics today in his
crusade to destroy the souls of mankind by depriving them of their free will and their freedom this
unique and imaginative novel is the only book written about the war in heaven from the latter day
saint viewpoint
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The Way You Love Me 2018-05-28
oliver fox never thought he d step foot in deep haven again not with the ghosts he left behind but
when the custody battle for his beloved daughter hinges on his ability to face his past he returns to
deep haven and dives back into the fray of his mistakes starting with the girl next door veterinarian
lena larson has her hands full with the town s pets including a shelter for lost animals the last thing
she needs is the arrival of the man who once shattered her heart but back he is and with an adorable
daughter and the need to start over she has no intention of letting him back into her life but when
her shelter is destroyed lena finds herself with a garage full of homeless animals and an unlikely ally
in oliver together they embark on a mission to find homes for the abandoned animals and help oliver
make peace with his past but it s not easy to come home not everyone believes oliver has changed
and their doubt could keep him from retaining custody of his daughter more lena has ghosts of her
own and they ve returned to haunt her if she isn t careful they might even have the power to destroy
the surprising happy ending she never saw coming discover this captivating story of healing
forgiveness and the transformative power of second chances want more deep haven fox family how
sweet it is it s your love the way you love me deep haven collection only you still the one can t buy
me love crazy for you then came you hangin by a moment right here waiting once upon a winter
wonderland

Sequels 2021-09-14
a guide to series fiction lists popular series identifies novels by character and offers guidance on the
order in which to read unnumbered series

Rock and Roll 2020-03-04
the rosewoods rock star series is for readers who love swoony romantic comedies about rock stars
and the girls who can t resist them get all four books in the complete rosewoods rock star series
together in this bundle format for the first time follow vanessa capri and her bestie sandrine
thibeault on tour with a boy band filled with swoony heartthrobs best summer ever maybe or not
come along for the ride and see this bundle includes along for the ride going on tour working for the
band loving the rock star note the rock star books are companions to the original rosewoods series
but take place after it beginning chronologically after crossing the line book 10 there are some
spoilers but each series can be read independently if you want to start at the beginning look for
taking the reins which is free for download play google com store books details id miaeawaaqbaj
keywords free free romance free ya romance free books free ya 0 00 musicians rock band boy band
music tour contemporary romance young adult contemporary romance boarding school high school
friendship boys kissing first love humorous romance romantic humor funny romance flirting teen
teenage rich wealthy elite young adult new adult coming of age love triangle boys relationships firsts
friendships play hollywood celebuspawn scholarships royalty celebrity boyfriend series the
rosewoods ya ya romance love rock star

New Spring 2017-02-22
the prequel novel to the globally bestselling wheel of time series a fantasy phenomenonthe city of
canluum lies close to the scarred and desolate wastes of the blight a walled haven from the dangers
away to the north and a refuge from the ill works of those who serve the dark one or so it is said the
city that greets al lan mandragoran exiled king of malkier and the finest swordsman of his
generation is instead one that is rife with rumour and the whisperings of shadowspawn proof should
he have required it that the dark one grows powerful once more and that his minions are at work
throughout the lands and yet it is within canluum s walls that lan will meet a woman who will shape
his destiny moiraine is a young and powerful aes sedai who has journeyed to the city in search of a
bondsman she requires aid in a desperate quest to prove the truth of a vague and largely discredited
prophecy one that speaks of a means to turn back the shadow and of a child who may be the dragon
reborn epic in every sense sunday times with the wheel of time jordan has come to dominate the
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world that tolkien began to reveal new york times a fantasy phenomenon sfxthe wheel of timethe
eye of the worldthe great huntthe dragon rebornthe shadow risingthe fires of heavenlord of chaosa
crown of swordsthe path of daggerswinter s heartcrossroads of twilightknife of dreamsthe gathering
stormtowers of midnighta memory of lightnew spring prequel

True Crime British Killers - A Prequel 2017-11-07
six disturbing stories of some of the uk s most brutal killers a prequel to the true crime case histories
series over 7 000 five star ratings worldwide a quick word of warning the true crime short stories
within this book are unimaginably shocking most news articles and television true crime shows skim
over the offensive details of truly unsettling crimes in my books i try not to gloss over the facts
regardless of how disgusting they may be my goal is to give my readers a clear and accurate
description of just how demented the killers really were i do my best not to leave anything out the
stories included in this book are not for the squeamish many of my readers know i have split my last
several years between london and arizona as these past few months of 2019 and 2020 have been
my final months in london i thought it would be fitting to write a book about some of the most
notorious killers in uk history this book is not officially part of the true crime case histories series but
it s written in a very similar style a sampling of the stories includes the camden ripper a homeless
man reached into a dumpster and felt what he thought were salmon fillets in a plastic bag what he
found were two human legs severed at the knees london police started a manhunt for a demented
murderer intent on fulfilling his obsession with jack the ripper the london cannibal at 23 years old
bludgeoned to death a young girl he had a crush on in broad daylight found to have diminished
responsibility he was committed to a psychiatric ward within 11 years the killer was found to be no
major risk to society and was free to go within hours of his release he had dismembered a friend and
was frying parts of his body in a pan sent back to the mental hospital his killing didn t stop the acid
bath killer one of the most notorious killers in uk history wrongfully believed if he could make a body
disappear he couldn t be charged with murder led by greed he dissolved his victims in vats of acid
before acquiring their assets the black widow dena thompson was a bigamist that hated men her
first husband she drove into hiding from an imaginary mafia another thought he would be getting
kinky sex but instead got beaten within an inch of his life her second husband wasn t so lucky the
bus stop killer a sadistic predator terrorized southwest london for years following young blonde girls
from bus stops he would beat them on the head with a hammer simply for the sake of extinguishing
life the suffolk strangler the quiet area of ipswitch in suffolk normally sees very few killings in a year
in 2006 in a span of only six weeks police found the bodies of five young women strangled some
posed to resemble a crucifix plus one bonus chapter the six true crime stories included in this
collection are dark and chilling and will leave you with a new understanding of just how fragile the
human mind can be check out the true crime case histories series for more short stories of true
crime murder mayhem serial killer biographies and true murder case files this book includes tony
hardy peter bryan john george haigh dena thompson levi bellfield marsha mcdonnell kate sheedy
amélie delagrange milly dowler steven wright gemma adams anneli alderton paula clennell annette
nicholls

Three Steps to Heaven 2022-04-19
three steps to heaven is the first novel in the best selling rock n roll years series by pam howes the
original rock fiction author this is a brand new version freshly formatted reader comments very well
written and you felt like the characters were your friends i shall definitely read the other books in the
series and hope they are as much fun everything about this book screams 5 star read
books4tomorrow it s 1961 and eddie mellor and jane wilson are in love eddie s group the raiders is
about to make it big they have the world at their feet and an exciting future to look forward to then
in walks angie turner the first novel in a series about the raiders spanning 50 years dreamboats and
petticoats fans will love this series of rock n roll novels pam howes is also the author of 2 til i kissed
you rock n roll series 3 always on my mind rock n roll series 4 not fade away rock n roll series 5 that
ll be the day rock n roll series the prequel to three steps to heaven the rock n roll years box set rock
n roll series the first three novels in the series fast movin train a stand alone true romancecathy s
clown the fairground series 1
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The Hollywood Sequel 2021-08-25
this illuminating study charts the changing role of the hollywood film sequel over the past century
considering a range of sequels in their industrial historical and aesthetic contexts from the son of a
sheik 1926 to toy story 3 2010 this book provides a comprehensive history of this critically neglected
yet commercially dominant art form

The Cowboy's Baby Bargain 2021-08-25
a race to the altar and fatherhood for five million dollars as his wife lay on her deathbed duke carson
vowed to see her final wish come true a grandchild to continue the family legacy two years later he s
done waiting on his four sons austin dallas houston and beau to fulfill that promise now he s getting
creative the boss the player the best friend and the bad boy don t stand a chance

The Break 2021-08-25
one woman two rivals countless secrets raine kendall has everything a woman could want almost
sexy tender liam o neill is her knight in shining armor but is he too good to be true or could their
growing connection actually last a lifetime to complicate matters she can t shake her feelings for her
commanding boss macen hammerman especially after the mind blowing night he stopped fighting
their attraction took her to bed and ravished every inch of her now there might be consequences
while hammer can t stop coveting raine and counting the days of her cycle with glee liam resolves to
keep her for his own but she stubbornly refuses to open the corners of her scarred heart determined
to win her for good liam risks everything though once he puts his plan in motion she proves as
elusive as smoke it s a bitter pill when he needs hammer s help to bring her home and liam can t
help but wonder will raine ever be his again or will he lose her to his ex best friend for good another
heap of edgy angsty goodness right here featuring two smoking hot and very protective heroes this
story isn t the only thing packed full of double delight it will totally leave you panting and desperate
for more previously published as dohl raine falling book 2 the unbroken series raine falling the
broken the betrayal the break the brink the bond

The Broken 2021-08-25
three broken people separate adrift damaged raine loves macen he burns for her but she s off limits
until his best friend liam says he wants her for himself and their fiery collision begins an innocent
runaway her tormented savior and the shrewd player embark on an epic passionate journey of rage
jealousy forgiveness and love to become unbroken read at your own risk this juicy tension filled
origin story will suck you into one of the most bingeworthy series ever filled with dark romance angst
jaw dropping steam laughs wrenching emotions and a love triangle between two super hot alphas
vying for a sassy brat in desperate need of firm hands and a big heart you ve been warned the
unbroken series raine falling the broken the betrayal the break the brink the bond

The Bond 2016-09-09
one woman two friends happily ever after macen hammer hammerman should be enjoying the hard
fought bond he s craved with raine kendall and his best friend liam o neill but old ghosts haunt
hammer even as a new threat exhumes demons he thought long buried though he does his best to
confront them raine still needs him since she s coping with her recent trauma liam fights hard to
keep their new family intact so they can share a brighter future but it s looking dim then a shadowy
figure determined to right old wrongs sets in motion a vengeful plot that threatens to tear the trio
apart forever with emotions running high and forces mounting against them can the power of their
love slay dangers and vanquish painful pasts for good so they can finally live happily ever after hold
onto your hat the conclusion to this dark addicting saga bleeds heartbreak as it grips you by the
throat mercilessly oh and we ll make you squirm some too but don t worry you ll finish this book with
a smile and a sigh previously published as dohl raine falling book 4 the unbroken series raine falling
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the broken the betrayal the break the brink the bond

The Betrayal 2024-06-11
two friends one woman let the games begin raine kendall has been in love with her boss macen
hammerman for years determined to make him notice her she pours out her heart and offers him her
body only to be crushingly rejected when his very sexy best friend liam o neill sees hammer refuse
to act on his obvious feelings for her he plots to rouse his pal s possessive instincts by making raine
a proposition too tempting to refuse he never imagines he ll fall for her himself hammer has buried
his lust for raine for years after rescuing the runaway from an alley behind his exclusive club he s
come to crave her but tragedy has proven he ll never be the man she needs so he protects her while
keeping his distance then liam s scheme to make raine his own blindsides hammer he isn t ready to
give the feisty beauty over to his friend but can he heal from his past enough to fight for her or will
he lose raine if she gives herself heart body and soul to liam ready to escape with something dark
and edgy and we don t just mean the men this saga loaded with scorching heat angst rage jealousy
and revenge is super addictive just saying previously published as dohl raine falling book 1 the
unbroken series raine falling the broken the betrayal the break the brink the bond

Creatus 2024-05-01
derrick s desire to save one human girl will ignite a war for four thousand years creatus have
concealed themselves from the humans who hunted them almost to extinction unwittingly one
creatus will endanger them all as with most of his family derrick ashton knows his future and what
position he s destined to fill within his unique society everything changes however when he breaks
one of his family s strictest laws and falls in love with a human in his quest to protect the woman he
can never have a twist of fate propels him into a new role that will cause dissension among his
family and endanger the anonymity that they ve spent thousands of years protecting now he will risk
everything to save the girl from humans and his own kind the one thing he can t save her from
however is herself the creatus series is not your normal paranormal story it s a realistic supernatural
romantic suspense based on the myths you ve heard your entire life prepare to believe editorial
reviews this story is completely unique and is definitely not generic sex and vampires in fact i think
creatus will redefine the paranormal genre creatus has intrigue suspense romance and tremendous
depth quiet fury books this book could easily classify itself as romance mystery suspense thriller i m
not a big twilight fan but i did enjoy the first movie i found creatus reminding me somewhat of
twilight but with actors i loved new york times and usa today bestselling author linda s prather well
written compassionately told and creates characters that make you want to know them better it is
the foundation for a great series and i believe it will be quite popular sweet mystery books bonus
material this special edition boxed set includes the prequel creatus they exist creatus book one and
a sneak peek at creatus rogue

Every Beat of My Heart 2024-02-13
a single mom small town romance blurb coming soon

The Monroe Brothers (Books 4-6)
trusting forever sebastian and i have been best friends forever he knows everything about me
except that i ve secretly crushed on him for years when sebastian finds himself without a nanny over
the holidays he makes me an offer i can t refuse move into his cabin on the family s christmas tree
farm and be a nanny to his little girl endless hope signing up for the fund raising bachelorette
auction seemed like the right thing to do i never thought my high school sweetheart my first love my
first everything would bid on me but he did talon is grumpy borderline antisocial far too sexy for my
peace of mind and he wants more than just one date i probably should ve refused but i couldn t
forbidden flame daphne calloway is off limits our families have been bitter rivals for years i shouldn t
want her but i do which is why i bid on her at the bachelorette auction letting some other guy get his
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hands on her was unthinkable

Trusting Forever
this christmas i might finally find my way out of the friend zone and into my best friend s heart
sebastian and i have been best friends forever he knows everything about me except that i ve
secretly crushed on him for years when sebastian finds himself without a nanny over the holidays he
makes me an offer i can t refuse move into his cabin on the family s christmas tree farm and be a
nanny to his little girl i d love to step out of the friend zone and into his arms but it s time i accepted
that sebastian will always look at me as his faithful friend determined to change my single status and
tired of the pitying comments from our families i jump at the opportunity to participate in the
christmas tree farm s bachelorette auction i might not find mr forever but i might just find mr fun for
the holidays instead imagine my surprise when sebastian outbids everyone to win a date with me i
would ve considered it a pity date until i arrive at the ice rink covered with fairy lights and enough
mistletoe to make even scrooge a romantic i m swept out of the friend zone and into a hot and
steamy night with my best friend just when i m sure that my christmas wish has been granted and
sebastian and his daughter start to feel like family his ex shows up threatening to destroy everything
we ve built will he choose me or will i be pushed back into the friend zone
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